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The New World Community
THE MASTER'S PAPERS Number 45
Recently there has been a tidal wave of
lessons, ways to show us - as we have
gathered together, under different situations,
cultures and assignments - where we as a
body have some work to do: conscious
alignment with our Master's ashram,
His/Her circle of fire and the Christ Energy
of which all things are made. I, Crystal, seek
to give you the information and the heart
energy you may need to fully and
completely understand the World
Community Plan which the Hierarchy is
extending to us now.

same. It is universal. First
consideration is always given to the
whole. Will your remark upset the
balance of group unity? Might your
thoughtless remark make an indelible
scar on the new chela,
student/disciple? Is your remark
given as a purposeful, loving selfless
building block to the group
fulfillment? These things are to be
carefully considered as we draw
together - ever closer - in the Christ
dimension of love and light.

I would like to pass on to you now in a
different language perhaps than is usually
regulated through these Papers: this is the
language of the First Peoples, the language
of fire and of love.

We are held accountable for what we
do. Each word must be carefully
considered before it is uttered. Each
word (idea) planted in the group
thought is to be released to the Great
White Brotherhood for the benefit of
the whole. You are all held
accountable now as we rise together
into a whole new dimension of
conscious resurrection and divine
brother-sisterhood.

The first law of living in community, be it
within an ashram such as that of the World
Teacher, or within a classroom or extended
family, is unity, consideration for the whole.
In a group one does not consider one's self
first, one considers the other. The law is the
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A close and respected friend, who has
recently crossed over into Spirit land,
once said to me that when the people
of his church (Native American
Church) gather together for prayer
and healing -- and they often pray all
night -- the last person they consider
for prayer and healing is themselves.
This is the best example I can think of
when we thoughtfully consider World
Community and living in community
together.
Whether you are part of a spiritual
study group, a workshop, a
negotiating team, a business meeting
or a conscious participant of an
Ashram within the Great White
Brotherhood, it is all the same.
Consider the group first, the group
circle, its goals, its visions, its service
to the Divine Plan. When you have the
group in mind first, you will always
shed the self.) The "ego" cannot
survive in selfless service. It must

drop away.
In many ways the western human
being is spoiled or at least ignorant
of the rules and disciplines of world
service. There is very little
consciousness as yet of "the whole",
that all inclusive whole wherein
abides the Breathing of The Plan.
And so it is not only time for a breakthrough but it is also time for
discipline that will not permit the
emotions nor the ambitious and
often rambunctious mind to tear
apart the dreams and the visions that
have been contributed to the
forming group by the Masters.
A great contribution is being made
to human awareness by the
indigenous peoples, the peoples of
the earth, frequently called "the First
Peoples". Our Native American
sisters and brothers have shared
their practice of Greetings and
Thanksgiving, where not only is the
Creator of All Things acknowledged
and thanked, but all things of the
Circle: the four-legends, the winged
ones, Grandmother Earth,
Grandfather Sun ... This draws us all
together in the One and gives us the
sense of unity and partnership. It
gives us the sense of caring for one
another and respecting each part of
the whole.
Decision making and group
manifestation is part of our training
at the present. We will be of great
service to the higher rhythms when,
as a group, we can receive the
cosmic thought-forms of the
Masters, agree on earth and release
as a group awareness the full
knowledge "It is finished, it is
done." What a contribution we will
offer to The Christ, the activity of

continued on page 3
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The New World Community
continued from page 2
the Great White Brotherhood! Much Even as the Sun seeks its own so does the
training and opportunity is being offered at Great Fire seek to restore Its vision on earth.
this time to develop group awareness and It is a sacrifice for the individual member of
holistic thinking for the Christ and for the the group to release his or her precious
Melchizedek Order.
thought-form to the Great Spirit that is the
Fire of All Dreams. And the Fire knows and
Ponder this. I have a few words to give you listens for that dedication and sacrifice. The
from my own mind and heart. These lower self is also sacrificed into the flames
words/ideas are perhaps closer to of light and love. With each release - the
indigenous thinking than to the western Great Fire dissolves the "little self" as It
orientation.
builds for the greater good.
Your idea is a building block (within the
group). This idea or precious vision is
offered gently with respect to the group
awareness. Yet as it is gently offered it is
also released into the Central Fire of the
One that abides in the circle. Thus you, who
have held your thought and guarded it
intelligently, must now release it - no matter
how great and grand that thought might be into the Central Fire that abides within the
group. Your idea or vision is not the whole
vision or the whole idea: it is only a piece,
an important building block nevertheless. It
becomes a brick in place. A part of a greater
vision.

The key here is the release of ambition,
sense of self, mission, into the world service
of The Christ. Only then can true building
begin. Only then can creative power rise at a
group level. And then can the group of
servers commence to work consciously
with the Hierarchy (God's government and
governance) in vibrating the Plan to earth
and assisting The Christ in the Second
Coming.

True building begins in the Spirit and ends
there. Thus there is a process of receiving a
vision, a thought-form, agreeing with it, and
returning it to the spiritual Wisdom from
which it has come, so that it can objectify as
All the building blocks (of the group far more than the human mind can conceive.
participation) are put into the center of
the group circle where the Great Fire lies. The above may well explain a process called
For the Great Fire of Love, Power and "group initiation." And those who persevere
Wisdom knows all. It listens to each with love and light will find, I am sure, a
member of the group, which means circle, rainbow of fellow servers dedicated and
and considers each contribution. The Great rightfully trained to move as a World
Fire accepts all contributions as part of Community of Vibration keyed to The
Itself. And It listens to each and every one. Christ.

To Manifest
Or Not To
Manifest
continued from page 4
Germain says, We test your
mettle for your next step.
What you agree with, you
can do.
So we’re activating the
Heavenly Man, the vibrating
energy field that is one with
the universe. One with the
Creator. And it is here we say
I AM.
It is necessary to collapse the
old world because a new
world is in place. You can live
by the laws of the new world
now. You are focused and you
have the power. You are,
indeed, ready. Take your
steps in alignment and walk
with the light of the Sun. The
sacred God in Man (I AM) is
ready to perform Its works as
divine love.

You can burn your bridge
because I already AM. You
can let go because it is all
right. It has never been better.
You know sometimes a little
bird says, oh, yes, but I’m
clinging to my nest. And the
Yes, we as humanity, will find ourselves
mother bird says, you can fly.
soon in a new world order. This divine order
of consciousness is the Coming of The Lord
Crystal
(the Word). It is the manifestation of world
service, and selfless, unconditional love. (This selection was from a talk
This is the group I speak of called "The given during the Easter gathering
World Community", and it is to this group on March 28, 1997, at the World
that much attention is being given at this Mother Center in Virginia.)
time. This Community becomes the Christ
manifesting in each heart: a World
Community fulfilled to end mortal suffering
on a planet that has cried out for
resurrection.

It is acknowledged within the circle that
each member of the body or circle has
only a portion of the grand plan. It is
never complete. The completion you will
find within the Circle of Fire. Study this
well: for there must be no division when
one is creating. Divine Mind knows and
carries the greater vision. It is a vision that
reaches from ocean to ocean, to the far seas
of many nations, planets and galaxies. And
so the Council Fire, the Central Fire, grows
larger with pleasure, as each member
accepts the wisdom and the greater vision
of the Fire and gives up the small idea into
the sweeping flames of Creative Thinking. I AM Kuthumi in cooperation with Crystal,
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To Manifest Or Not To Manifest
THE MASTER’S PAPERS No. 88
You have been summoned to the tree of life learning to be a master, forgetting the
where you can pluck of your own self entirely for the good of the whole.
abundance.
Because human beings are lazy - for the
Do you remember when you first learned most part - and they have applied only a
to affirm? How you learned to affirm tiny particle of their God potential, the
through the illusion, without giving power exercise in manifestation is being
(authority) to illusion? How sometimes the stressed, but only - and I say only - as a
negative would appear to be so believable necessary step into unification with
and so strong that it was a daily work for God Mind, the Supreme. Actualizing
your abundance out of the substance of
you to focus and to affirm the truth?
the Holy Breath is a mandate now. It is
And you saw the results, didn’t you? There part of your journey into mastership
were times when the opposition or the and the Priesthood of Melchizedek.
walls of illusionary substance actually
seemed to be resisting the truth of being so I n t h i s d i s c i p l i n e o f d i r e c t
that it appeared as though there were two manifestation you learn to declare the
separate worlds and two separate wills need or the desire. This declaration is a
fighting one another for supremacy. Do vision statement. You connect it to the
you remember that?
God Universe so that all may benefit.
Where are you now in your
consciousness? Are you in the Supreme
Being, at rest in the oneness, or does the
fight continue, one world against another?

Having set your mind and your heart
upon the idea to be manifest, you
concentrate and will the thought into
direct manifestation by your belief in it.
You direct your energy to the thought.
If you can look back at your metaphysical To concentrate is to release the form
training (if you have had this type of into manifestation.
spiritual schooling) you will recall that
with practice and consistent meditation These are the first lessons on creation.
and affirmation, you became stronger in You cannot advance any further until
Spirit. It is possible that through the y o u c a n a c h i e v e t h e a c t o f
spiritual strength you were acquiring you manifestation through your own mind
attended another spiritual dimension of and heart. This is a realization
schooling where you became acquainted technique that must be understood. It is
with the Inner Voice, the attunement with a technique of creating with the
your divine nature and the constancy of the Creator, of aligning with the Creator in
always available Divine Mind. From this the sacred rhythm of Be-ing.
point you moved to the idea of decreeing at
one with your Christ Self, the I AM You have to manifest to be. Now, we
Presence. From this place of awareness can take the idea of manifesting, the
1
with the Adjuster you learned to decree by activity of manifesting, take it further
releasing the word of Spirit, the divine and deeper into the higher chakras,
intent, allowing It to embody Itself. You where manifestation won’t be an act of
were becoming closer to the divine, to the separation but will be the life activity of
realized presence of God. You were Spirit. The will must be strong and the
1

concentration pure for this
adjustment. We are talking about
tremendous cosmic activity now, a
type of activity that could tear
down the human form. It is that
strong. You must be even stronger!

You Can Fly
God is not giving you something
for nothing. God is unleashing
Itself as POWER, great power,
tremendous power that belongs to
2
the Heavenly Man.
In the cosmic order of
Melchizedek, there is no waiting
for a savior. Far from it! You must
open to your higher intelligence
and realize the powerful circuits of
your unified Self, the
multidimensional being you are as
Sun.
You could actually look at the act of
manifestation as part of the
exercising of Be-ing.
Nothing occurs on the spiritual path
that you are not prepared for. If you
are listening, you will receive all
the information you need. Then you
exercise these new places of
dynamic potential that are part of
you as the Heavenly Man. Does
that make sense? And that’s why at
a point, you will move from a place
of a Father God taking care of you
to becoming one with that vital
body of the Creator.
And we complement one another in
our strength, not weaken one
another by dependency. Saint

continued on page 3

The Thought Adjuster or Father within

2

The Heavenly Man refers to Man-Woman together as androgynous being. The Heavenly Man as a universe complete, stands with chakras
open and attuned to the cosmos as the GodSelf. You have reached that state when your cosmic intelligence is operating through you in
harmony with all life.
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The Poverty Initiation
THE MASTER’S PAPERS Number 97
This is the transference from the world into the
Breath of God. Minerva, the Scribe of
Melchizedek who recorded three masterpieces
of Melchizedek truth, wrote regarding this
important initiation that he who undergoes this
initiation is blessed.
In this initiation the disciple turns away from the
world as his or her provider. No more will this
one ever look to the world for supply as he or she
has crossed through the gates of suffering and
hard work into the light of simply Be-ing or God
in expression.
I am issuing this Paper today as I am acutely
aware of those of you who are either being
prepared for this sacred initiation or you are in
the vibration of this transference and
redistribution of My Life circuit.
Maintaining your equilibrium while undergoing
this initiation process will enable you to transfer
quickly and with knowing into the new level of
Be-ing where the I AM THAT I AM is active.
As you are preparing to transfer your attention
and deep love into the Presence of the Holy
Breath or ever-present and Divine Supply, all of
the lessons and exercises that have been given to
you by the Order through this University may be
put to good use. Keep your foundation strong
and pure. Remember that when you affirm you
are integrating positive agreement such as: God
supplies all my needs. Thank you, God! into both
your conscious and subconscious mind. This
agreement will direct the forces of supply
immediately and curtail any tendency you may
have to look to the world as your supplier.

More on "GroupConsciousness"
THE MASTER’S

command and it is done. You know and
PAPERS Number 99
it is. God’s will is your will for now you
stand present as the full I AM and all T h e w o r d “ g r o u p that God has is yours because We are consciousness” has many
One.
different meanings, one of
which is one with the Ashram of
A special note here: The Poverty Kuthumi. This is the one I wish
I n i t i a t i o n c a n n o t b e m e t b y to address today.
metaphysical formulas appropriate
only for the “self” or ego orientation. Much has been addressed to the
For the Poverty Initiation will take the group consciousness through
disciple into selfless service where the this University. Now we want
orientation will be group mind and you to understand the true
oneness. This is a dramatic shift for the meaning of “the group.” The
whole of humanity now taking place in presence of group energy is a
the four corners of this earth. Be higher state of consciousness
apprised of this and meet your initiation than a single rhythm of
with the power and the authority you agreement with my solar word.
have practiced and acquired through This is because in the group
this University. We are all with you and continuity all is in agreement
want you serving with us (the Great with me, that is the ashram of
White Brotherhood) in the Mother’s K.H. Do you understand me so
Breath.
far?

The Shift

With the passing of this extraordinary
initiation into the life energy that is the
Presence or God’s Breath, all desire and
requirements are fulfilled by the
Mother’s Breath or Holy Breath. There
is a transference from the ego level of
working or doing.1 As the disciple has
completed his or her initiation and the
transfer of energy is complete within
the disciple him/herself, a seeming
miraculous event occurs. The Mother
then is permitted to release Herself as
supply directly through the individual
as the Holy Breath or Creative
Also nourish the most important foundation you Daughter Spirit. This is the powerful
have: that of knowing and accepting the God energy field of the Universe Mother.
image and likeness as your true self (Seed of The contact then is with the Group Plan.
God) as who you are. There is no question then All reasons for manifestation must
of your right and your inheritance of universal come from that point of unification and
supply.
Hierarchical agreement. From this
point on all supply is immediate as
The Poverty Initiation is the grand initiation that directed by the Plan of God and His-Her
closes the door and locks the gate into the world. body of servers.
With the completion of this grand initiation you - Crystal
1
There is an adjustment here so as to enable the Spirit to move freely as your provider. If
anything, you may become far more active!

What I am seeking as a group
manifestation is a unity rhythm
within the group of collected
beings now serving the planet
Earth and the Hierarchy. We, as
Hierarchy, will look for those
who can hold and maintain the
presence of the group and fulfill
through this positive energy the
Plan.
The steps are as follows. The
group which is present or
integrated in the mind by
agreement (thus the group can
be many miles away yet present
in the vibration of unity)
meditates together on the
question or seeming problem.
Always in seeking their Inner
Voice or Thought Adjuster these
members are empty in the
Purpose of realizing the Will of
God. Thus the Master’s Energy
passes into the initiate to be
given as group energy. The
continued on page 6
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To Tithe Or Not To Tithe,
The Meaning of Tithing
THE MASTER’S PAPERS No. 69
This letter from Master Kuthumi and myself groups. But, on the whole, tithing is no
is to encourage many of you to expand your longer recognized, as it once was, as a
awareness of abundance.
means of expressing gratitude for what
we receive from the spiritual source of
Only a very few students and participants of our lives.
this University tithe or give a financial gift
without expectation of receiving lessons, ‘Tithing, when practiced anonymously
tapes etc. What this does is reinforce the as the Master taught it, is a joy, a
third dimensional material plane. This is pleasure, a privilege to those who have
true also when you judge “the cost” of a rediscovered it. Those who tithe,
seminar by hours, days and whether one or without letting anyone know of it and
two meals are included! Give from the heart with gratitude as their only motive,
and you will not judge according to the discover that there is indeed a Father
amount of hours spent at the seminar- who rewards openly. ‘Thy Father which
workshop. Listen to the Christ Within and seeth in secret...shall reward thee
give from that place. Let your heart be filled openly.’1 But one must not tithe for the
with love when you make your donation and reward, for then it becomes a business
you will be giving from that place in you that proposition and is no longer a spiritual
is limitless abundance in expression. I activity....We are not looking for supply
encourage you to practice this.
to come to us; we are proving that we
have supply, even if it is expressed in
When you tithe too you are opening the door only pennies or pence....
to abundant expression. Never give from a
feeling of lack, rather let your gift come “Some people give away great fortunes
from a sense of gratitude and a recognition yet are no more blessed than the widow
of God in expression. Then you will be filled who gave the mite. What matters is not
to overflowing. When you tighten up with the number of pounds or dollars you
feelings of lack and when you hold on to give; it is the amount you give in
pennies and dollars, you shut the door to the proportion to your immediate means. In
opulent expression of your Creative Power. dollars and cents or in pounds and pence
Let no one slam the door unto himself!
it is impossible to measure how much
we should give. The only measuring
Joel Goldsmith in his book Invisible Supply stick is how much love we are
speaks of tithing. “Years ago gratitude was expressing, how much cooperation, how
expressed by tithing to the church, the much recognition, how much praying,
source of spiritual food and spiritual how much forgiving, how much we give
comfort. The church was also often the only in secrecy without drawing the attention
source of material help. When tithing was of others to our benevolence.” From
directed to the church from a sense of Invisible Supply by Joel S. Goldsmith,
gratitude for its benevolence, it was a pages 13, 14, 15, published by Harper
blessing to both the giver and the receiver. San Francisco.
However, eventually some shrewd
individuals figured out that by giving 10 Nothing can be clearer than the above
percent they might get 90 percent in return, statement. It is truly a revelation of the
and tithing became a percentage deal. release of all that I AM. Enter the World
Because of this, tithing lost its effectiveness of Light where the light is constantly
and eventually disappeared as a general with you in ever increasing supply.
custom, although it continued among
Mormons, the Quakers, and some minority 1Matthew 6:4

Release and be brave enough courageous enough - to release from
your God Center all that I AM. And
love with the fullness of your heart.
God has plenty. Be abundant in your
expression, be glorified in the
vibrant, radiant world of creative
knowing.
I AM Kuthumi with Crystal blessing
all in the perfect rhythm of God Being.

More on "GroupConsciousness"
continued from page 5
Voice speaks as the Plan. Each
member of the meditating group
receives from the transmission of
the Ashram; the Inner Voice
responds to the question. As the
group shares, the Master interposes
Him/Herself as lifting power. It is
from this lifting power as
transmission of the Ashram (such as
my own) and the group agreement
as response, that a new solar level
can be reached and the Plan renewed
and recognized.
It is from those gathered who form a
circle of willingness and onecenteredness that the Lodge can join
with those meditating. And as this
happens the point of the energy
streaming forth from the Master fills
the initiate and proclaims the group.
Thus the group is one with the
Master and the Master is the group.
This is the power of the conducting
force that we seek from you, the
chelas.
Peace of God be with you. I AM
Kuthumi, the World Teacher for
your ascension.
- Crystal
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The unfolding of the abundance I AM
Opening to the creative source within you

On Direct
Manifestation

THE MASTER'S PAPERS Number 57

THE MASTER'S PAPERS
Number 39

Resurrection At The Omega
I asked the Question: What is the simplest
Point
way to present this 'new' perspective of ever
This
is
when
Energy-Spirit as
expressing abundant life, abundant living
"
G
o
d
"
k
n
o
w
s Itself in a
without fear of poverty or insecurity?
p
a
r
t
i
c
u
l
a
r
dimensional
Humanity needs a helping hand!
frequency, thus It draws into
And the answer came: Stay with the first Itself, because of Its Conscious
thought. Do not sway from your first Recognition, all life either that
2
decision. You will deflect your creative was or is destined to Be. This
power and cause it to dissipate. You must recognition process is known as
Resurrection. It is the Creative
hold the pattern!
Energy declaring Itself in you, the
If you change your mind in midstream, the O m n i p r e s e n c e . T h e K e y Creative Force will not know, where it is to go generative key - is knowing God
within yourself, thus setting up a
and what it is to do. Believe in Yourself.
positive grid of vital force.
Be definite about your belief. Know that you
know. Without that positive direction, there is Omega (star point), as Infinite
Creator, is drawn up into Alpha
no creative power.
emerging once again as
When you have an idea, stay with it. Being Consciousness of Itself, as God The
indecisive, doubting, going against your Supreme with willingness to supply
decision disrupts the creative forces. It is like all I AM. This is the creative target
a map that you have drawn for the Creative of your new race.
1
Force. It knows no other way.
Your angel creation is helping you
Please remember also that when a decision ascend. They (angels) are with
has been made, or a goal set in your mind, at you in your thought and actions.
that moment a command is radiated to your And as you walk so you walk with
Creative Force and it, in turn, directs and them.
programs the radiation of itself into future,
ongoing abundant expression. To clarify this, The divine Center is your Self. Be
the instant you agree with an idea, or make a there. You have a right to behold
decision, all the creative forces are at your yourself as divine.
beck and call. These forces of life and creative
p o w e r c o n t i n u e t o d e v e l o p t h e You should help the body repair
decision/vision/idea into your future life itself by asking The Mother to
expression. And continuing abundance and enter it.
success is assured by staying with the first
idea and allowing that plan to develop into Crystal
greater and greater and greater expressions.
Be there. Live present. Support the Creative
Force. It has already begun to move in your 1
There are forces within the
behalf.
Force!
Of course, those of you aligned to the Inner 2 At this Point or degree everything
Voice, or the Thought Adjuster, should realize is in a position of resurrection and
the potency of your idea and decision and Being now is reality overseeing all
stand with it, no matter how impossible it may life as Life Itself. We see a new
seem to the rational mind. A strong idea is dimension emerging, and this
your direction then. Follow it!
dimension is called Supreme.

In looking to the Source for your supply, the
answer to your needs, call forth the Voice in
you. That way you are assured that "the
Father and I are One." Then you are
speaking or decreeing in the Holy Spirit,
which is the abundant nature of the Lord.
Your supply is always assured in the Holy
Spirit.
Now, as you align within your heart and
mind with the I AM Presence, you must
decree directly from that. That is where the
supply will come from. It is manifest in the I
AM and moves through the Holy Spirit, or
Holy Breath, directly into manifestation as
the reality I AM. Thus you have the direct
objectification of God as the manifest
decree. No other will suffice at this time. It
has to be the Creative Power in
manifestation as I AM.
It is through the Word: I AM, and I AM only,
that you become attuned to the original
creation and so subject yourself to Love
Incarnate: the Christ in you.
When you decree directly from God there is
no other. And the Word will become flesh
and the flesh shall embody itself as I AM.
The Melchizedek order reads: I AM THAT I
AM.
As you decree look not to the right nor the
left, nor forward nor backward but seek only
the I AM Presence in you. This is your holy
supply. You see, if you decree for
manifestation and then wonder how the
decree will come to pass, you confuse and
disturb the creative process which has
already started once the decree has been
uttered on My Breath. Not a cloud must
arise in your mind. No doubt whatsoever.
Furthermore, as you decree, know with
Jesus that it is already done. That it is
finished and done. You do not have to know
how it will be done, only that it is done.
When you can loose all ego and rely only on
direct manifestation, objectification will
occur instantaneously on the Breath of Life.
You have given the decree substance by

continued on page 8
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Your Testing Time
SOLAR NEWS Volume 4, Number 39
Much like a new rocket ship ready to be sent
forth into higher dimensions of discovery and
revelation, you are being tested and tried for
your endurance and ability to hear the Voice of
direction within you.

one has his or her own tests. You
are all being tested in the fires of
My Son to translate and to
complete your journey from
mortal to the immortal. The Great
Light seeks you out and embodies
I can imagine you saying, what more tests? I as the Great Son/Sun in your heart.
That Sun in all its purity wants to
am tired of tests! Let’s get on with it!
shine with splendor. It seeks to
These tests are your final tests for this shine through every particle of
dimension. Just as you would take a test to your body as energy. Let it shine!
pass a grade and move into higher
requirements, so your tests are coming to You are never alone. The great
evaluate how well you are responding to the ones walk with you and They
Priesthood of Melchizedek and critical mass. c a r r y T h e i r r e c o r d s o f
accomplishments. As you are
Not only your physical body must respond in a tested, you receive these records
receptive manner, but also your mind and all and so they become yours.
chakras must be tried in the passage of light.
This is why you are very often advised to forgo When you reach a portal of
the eating of meat or other flesh foods. These initiation the master or teacher
foods do not register well in the higher chakras will back away. This is the time of
nor can they feed the light body, which is your testing when We see what you
have learned and assimilated.
vehicle in the new dimensions of light.
Thus, though it may seem as
Other foods and drinks may be discouraged as though no one cares and you are
you raise your vibrations into the light and alone, this is a test for you that will
solar consciousness. But pay attention. Do not bring you into a greater degree of
condemn others for their food habits. Your cosmic energy and understanding.
Inner Voice knows your needs and guides you
as a loving shepherd. Be patient with others, Depend on no one save the Great
Light within you. Look to God
even as We have been patient with you.
within for all your needs. The way
The physical vehicle may react to the through portal and initiation is
incoming vibrations with shortness of breath, your dependency on your
weakness in the legs, odd pains here and there, GodSelf, the divine Presence I
as well as heart pounding or fluttering. If or AM.
when this should occur, remain calm and align
with the one Breathe of the Christ body. Remember this and do not feed on
Breathe gently while knowing that you are the world. These are crucial
resting in God the Spirit and all is well. Don’t moments for you. You have
let appearances disturb your truth, nor give studied, now walk the Light you
are. Keep your eye single and your
any energy to the negative suggestion.
thoughts upon the divine Light
I require you to be at home in the Holy and your Inner Voice.
Spirit - not dragging your feet - but at
home, adjusted to the spiritual frequency of You are the Sun. Blaze forth the
God in you. The minute you trust Me, I AM Son of God within yourself, and so
there actively embracing you. My presence give birth to a new age of solar
is within you as I AM. And in Me you have energy, the divine fire of Love.
the strength and the endurance you need to Complete your tests now and live
as the GodSelf.
walk the path of light.
- Crystal
It is good advice not to judge another, as each

On Direct
Manifestation
continued from page 7
your belief.
There is no "sweat of the brow" involved
here! Remember, look not to the left nor the
right. When you rely on the eternal substance
of God only, that Divine Substance will
manifest in whatever manner you so
designate in your decree.
Thus, you are putting nothing in between the
desire or decree and its objectification. No
time clock is involved. No means whatsoever
other than reliance on the Holy Spirit I AM to
take direct embodiment as that so decreed. I
AM That I AM.
There is no ego involved. No time involved.
Only that which was decreed in its perfect
manifestation. The purity of My Be-ing is
reflected by your thought.
When you can walk this way, as I have
walked,1 you will find Radiant Light always
at your beck and call.
Live now in the Presence and call forth that
Presence - out of yourself - and permit it to
objectify as the form anticipated and realized.
The Master Jesus walked this way, so can
you. Behold I AM!
The Third Eye Focus
As you bring your attention to the point
between the eyebrows, you will feel a solid
foundation there. It is the building of the
capstone.
Focusing on the Third Eye draws all energy
into that place of divine union. Here is your
point of command and revelation. When
decreeing, decree from this place of union
and absolute authority. When you are there,
nothing can disturb you. You have absolute
command of all energy as it comes home to
you. And as you send forth the command to
objectify, know that it is done. Feel the power
as you direct your energy in this manner.
There will be no question in your mind
whatsoever when you command from this
point of absolute consciousness.
Crystal
1
The Master Saint Germain is dictating His
message through me. And I AM receiving His
message in the One.- Crystal
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